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found that many of the abundances in the LMC old GCs are distinct
from those observed in the MW, while Piatti and Geisler (2013)
suggested that the most likely explanation for the difference between
the old GC and field star age-metallcity relationships is a very
rapid early chemical enrichment traced by the very visible old GCs.
Indeed, the integrated spectroscopic metallicities obtained by Dutra
et al. (1999) suggest that NGC 1928 is one of the most metal-rich
([Fe/H] ∼ −1.2 dex) old GCs, whereas NGC 1939 one of the most
metal-poor ([Fe/H] ∼ −2.0 dex) old GCs.
In Section 2 we describe the spectroscopic observations performed with the aim of deriving for the first time accurate mean
cluster RVs (Section 3) and metallicities (Section 4). These quantities are considered in Section 5 to investigate whether NGC 1928
and NGC 1939 have been born in the LMC disc, or have other
origins. Finally, a summary of the results is presented in Section 6.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N A L DATA S E T S
We carried out spectroscopic observations centred on the Ca II infrared triplet (∼8500 Å) of red giant stars located in the fields of
NGC 1928 and 1939. Most of the targets were selected from the
HST photometric data set of Mackey and Gilmore (2004), bearing
in mind their loci in the cluster colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs).
Because of the relatively small cluster angular sizes (1 arcmin)
and their high crowding, many cluster red giants were discarded.
For this reason, we considered some few other relatively bright red
giant stars (4 in NGC 1928 and 1 in NGC 1939) without HST photometry. Fig. 1 illustrates the positions of the selected targets in the
cluster fields and CMDs, respectively. In the case of NGC 1939, we
have also available CT1 Washington photometry (Piatti 2017), from
which we built the cluster CMD of Fig. 2.

2.2 Anglo-Australian telescope: AAOmega+2dF spectra
We observed the region around (α, δ) = (5:24, −68:48) with the
AAOmega spectrograph and 2dF fibre positioner at the 3.9 m AAT
on 2017 December 10–11, as part of a follow-up program intended
to identify the most metal-poor red giants in the LMC (Emptage
et al., in preparation). The fibre positions were chosen to optimize
overlap with the targets in Cole et al. (2005) and Van der Swaelmen et al. (2013) in order to provide metallicity cross-calibration.
NGC 1939 is not far from the field centre, so six fibres were assigned
to red giants within 3 arcmin of the cluster, over two configurations
of the fibre plate. No fibres were assigned to stars in the vicinity of
NGC 1928, a sparser cluster farther from the 2dF field centre.
On December 10, the field was observed for 3 × 1800 s in
1. 6 seeing, and the following night a second fibre configuration
was observed for 3 × 1200 s in 1. 4 seeing. The red arm of the
spectrograph was employed with the 1700D grating, centred on λc
= 8600 Å, for a dispersion of ≈0.24 Å per pixel, and a resolution R
≈11 000, depending on the position of the fibre image on the CCD.
Arc and fibre flat exposures were taken immediately prior to each
set of three science exposures.
The data were reduced using the standard 2dfdr data reduction
package, which tunes the extraction parameters to optimize the
signal to noise, producing wavelength-calibrated, sky-subtracted
spectra. We obtained typical SNR values in the continuum of ≈15–
50 depending on target I magnitude and fibre centring accuracy.
Continuum normalization was performed using the IRAF task CONTINUUM, with a sixth-order cubic spline fit and rejection of unusually
low points, which are assumed to be photospheric lines. The spectra
were not flux-calibrated, as we intend only to measure equivalent
widths and radial velocities.

3 RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
3.1 GMOS spectra
2.1 Gemini South observatory: GMOS spectra
We carried out spectroscopic observations of stars in the field of
NGC 1928 and NGC 1939 using the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) of Gemini South observatory during the nights
of 2017 October 21 and 25, through programmes GS-2017B-Q-23
and GS-2017B-Q-71 (PI: Piatti), respectively. For each star cluster,
we took four consecutive exposures of 900 for a single mask, as
well as CuAr arcs and flats before and after the individual science
exposures in order to secure a stable wavelength calibration. The
total integration time for the science targets was 3600 s. We used
the R831 grating and the OG515 (>520 nm) filter, combined with
a mask of 1.0 arcsec wide slits placed on the target stars, which
gave a spectral sampling of ∼0.75 per pixel with the 2 × 2 CCD
binning configuration. We observed 11 and 9 science target stars in
the field of NGC 1928 and NGC 1939, respectively.
We reduced the spectra following the standard GMOS data reduction procedure using the IRAF.GEMINI.GMOS package. The wavelength calibration was derived using the GSWAVELENGTH task, which
compares the observed spectra with GCAL arc lamp data, and a
wavelength solution was derived with an rms less than 0.20 Å. We
also used sky OH emission lines to further constrain the wavelength calibration and applied small offsets of about 0.3−0.5 Å to
the science spectra. The final dispersion of our data turned out to
be 26.47 km/sec per pixel and the S/N ratio of the resulting spectra
ranges from 30 up to 100, measured using the local continuum of
the CaII triplet. Fig. 3 illustrates spectra of some science targets.
MNRAS 481, 49–58 (2018)

We measured RVs by cross-correlating the observed spectra
and synthetic ones taken from the PHOENIX library1 (Husser
et al. 2013). The synthetic spectra library covers the wavelength range 500−55 000 Å and provides a wide coverage in
effective temperatures (Teff ∼ 2300−12 000 o K), surface gravities (log (g) ∼ 0.0−6.0 dex) and metallicities ([Fe/H] ∼ −4.0 −
+1.0 dex). We selected templates with Teff in the range 4000 −
5500 o K and log (g) between 1.5−3.0 dex, which correspond to
giant stars with MK types ∼G0−K4. In the case of NGC 1928,
we restricted the templates to those with [Fe/H] = −1.0 dex, while
for NGC 1939 we employed those with [Fe/H] = −2.0 dex (see
Section 4). In both cases, we selected 224 templates and checked
that the restriction in metallicity already has a negligible impact on
the RV estimates, since variations of 1.0 dex in [Fe/H] resulted in a
change of ∼1 km s−1 in the derived RV (see also Fig. 4).
The observed spectra were continuum normalized before the
cross-correlation procedure and the synthetic templates had their
spectral resolution degraded to match the resolution of our science spectra. We employed the transformation equations of Ciddor
(1996) to convert the wavelength grids from vacuum (λvac ) to air
wavelengths (λair ; see also section 3.2 of Angelo et al. 2017 for
λ
) were also conmore details). Spectral fluxes (Fλvac = dt dλdE
vac dArea

1 http://phoenix.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de/
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results of our assessment in column 2 of Table 2. Note that this criterion could lead us to conclude on the cluster membership of any
star that belongs to the LMC star field because of the superposition
with LMC field features. This is the case, for instance, of the LMC
field red clump.
We then built RV distribution functions by summing all the individual RV values, each of them represented by a Gaussian with
centre and σ equal to the mean RV value and the associated error,
respectively (see Table 1). Every Gaussian was assigned the same
amplitude. The resulting RV distributions are shown in Fig. 6, where
the cluster RV ranges can be clearly identified from the FWHM of
the primary peak (shadowed regions). In NGC 1928’s panel, we
intentionally included stars #8 and 9 (red curve), thus confirming
that they are probably non-members. In NGC 1939, we also plotted
the RV distributions obtained from using only stars observed with
GMOS (green curve) and with AAOmega+2dF (magenta curve),
respectively. As can be seen, there is a negligible shift between
both RV scales, so that we summed them to produce the overall RV
distribution (black curve). Table 2 lists the RV membership status
assigned to each star on the basis of whether its RV falls within the
shadowed regions.
As for the metallicity membership probability, we visually inspected Fig. 5, in which star sequences along a constant [Fe/H]
value can be recognized, with some dispersion. For instance, the
W(CaII) versus V − VHB diagram for NGC 1928 (left-hand panel)
shows stars #8 and 9 − initially discarded because they fall outside the cluster radius − and #10 at a very distinguishable higher
metallicity level. These stars have also RVs quite different from
those of the observed cluster members. For the remaining stars, we
do not have any argument as to deny them cluster membership. In
the case of NGC 1939 (right-hand panel), the observed more metalpoor sequence contains more than three times the number of stars
in the more metal-rich sequence ([Fe/H] ∼ −0.4 dex), so that we
concluded that the former corresponds to that of the cluster. Note
that the separation between both sequences is similar for W(Ca II)
obtained from GMOS and AAOmega+2dF spectra, respectively.
According to Cole et al. (2005, see their fig. 6), the derived [Fe/H]
values for the observed stars meant to be LMC field stars (red symbols) are in excellent agreement with the bulk of metallicity values
of LMC bar field giants.
The final membership status of each star is listed in the last
column of Table 2. Only stars #1 and 6 observed in the field of
NGC 1939 have RV memberships different from those adopted using separately their positions in the cluster CMDs and their metallicities, respectively. Nevertheless, we rely on the possibility that
LMC field stars can have either RVs or metal-contents similar to
that of the cluster. This is not the case of the field giant #2 observed
also along the line of sight of NGC 1939, whose V magnitude and
V − I colour place it superimposed on the cluster red giant branch
(see Fig. 1). For the remaining stars observed in both cluster fields,
the three membership criteria totally agree.
We finally used the RV and [Fe/H] values of all cluster members
to derive the mean cluster RVs and metallicities by employing a
maximum likelihood approach. The relevance lies in accounting
for individual star measurements, which could artificially inflate
the dispersion if ignored. We optimized the probability L that a
given ensemble of stars with velocities RVi and errors σ i are drawn
from a population with mean RV <RV> and dispersion W (e.g.
Pryor & Meylan 1993; Walker et al. 2006), as follows:

L =

N



− 12

2π (σi2 + W 2 )

i=1
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(RVi − < RV >)2
.
exp −
2(σi2 + W 2 )

where the errors on the mean and dispersion were computed from
the respective covariance matrices.2 We obtained for NGC 1928,
<RVNGC 1928 > = 249.58 ± 4.65 km s−1 and <[Fe/H]NGC 1928 >
= −1.30 ± 0.15 dex, while for NGC 1939 the mean values
turned out to be <RVNGC 1939 > = 258.85 ± 2.08 km s−1 and
<[Fe/H]NGC 1939 > = −2.00 ± 0.15 dex. We compared our mean
cluster RVs with those previously obtained by D99, who mentioned
that their integrated spectra were not particularly suitable for accurate velocity measurements. Fig. 7 shows the results, where other
LMC GCs with RV estimates available in the literature were added.
One of the diagnostic diagrams most frequently used to assess
whether a cluster belongs to the LMC disc is that which shows the relationship between position angles (PAs) and RVs (Schommer et al.
1992; van der Marel et al. 2002; Grocholski et al. 2006; Sharma
et al. 2010; van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014) for a disc-like rotation geometry. We here followed the recipe used by Schommer
et al. (1992), who converted the observed heliocentric cluster RVs
to Galactocentric RVs through equation (4) in Feitzinger and Weiss
(1979). We computed cluster PAs by adopting the LMC disc central
coordinates and their uncertainties obtained by van der Marel and
Kallivayalil (2014) from HST average proper motion measurements
for stars in 22 fields. Fig. 8 shows the disc solution derived for those
HST proper motions (Table 1 in van der Marel and Kallivayalil
2014) represented with a solid line, as well as those considering
the uncertainties in the LMC disc line-of-sight systemic velocity,
circular velocity, and PA of the line of nodes and the derived velocity dispersion (dotted lines). As can be seen, NGC 1928 and 1939
are placed within the fringes of the LMC disc at 1σ confidence,
similar to many of the remaining 13 GCs included in the figure for
comparison purposes.
Therefore, assuming that both GCs belong to the LMC disc, we
then sought for the best disc solutions for their respective RVs and
position in the galaxy, i.e. we looked for the circular velocity (v rot )
and PA of the line of nodes (PALOS ) of the discs that fully contain
them. To do that, we used a grid of v rot and PALOS values to evaluate
equation (1) of Schommer et al. (1992) for the cluster PAs and their
uncertainties, and then to find the most likely pair (v rot , PALOS ) that
minimizes by χ 2 the difference between the cluster RVs with their
errors and those calculated above. We used a grid of v rot from 0.0 up
to 200.0 km s−1 in steps of 1.0 km s−1 , and a range of PALOS from
0.0 up to 360.0 deg in steps of 1.0 deg. For NGC 1928, the most
suitable disc turned out to be that with v rot = 45.0 ± 10.0 km s−1 and
PALOS = 85.0 ± 10.0 deg, while the resulting one for NGC 1939 is
that with v rot = 35.0 ± 10.0 km s−1 and PALOS = 130.0 ± 10.0 deg.
For comparison purposes, we also computed v rot and PALOS values
for the remaining LMC GCs (see Table 3).
Fig. 9 depicts the resulting v rot values as a function of the deprojected distances (r, see Table 3). The latter were computed using the
LMC disc fitted by van der Marel and Kallivayalil (2014) from HST
proper motions in 22 fields, whose rotation curve is represented
in the figure by a solid black line. The rotation curves obtained
from line-of-sight velocities of young and old stars (van der Marel
& Kallivayalil 2014) are drawn with red and blue solid lines, respectively, and that from Gaia DR2 proper motions (Vasiliev 2018)
with a magenta line. The figure reveals that NGC 1928 and 1939
very well match the HST proper motion rotation curve, as also
do many other GCs. Reticulum (r = 10.2 kpc, v rot = 35 km s−1 )
seems to rotate slower than the old stellar population LOS rotation

2 Pryor

(2)

and Meylan (1993) noted that this approach underestimates the true
velocity dispersion for small sample sizes.
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Table 2. Cluster membership of the observed stars.
ID

Distance to
cluster’s centre

CMD

RV

[Fe/H]

Adopted

NGC 1928–1
NGC 1928–2
NGC 1928–3
NGC 1928–4
NGC 1928–5
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nm
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m
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m

NGC 1939–1
NGC 1939–2
NGC 1939–3
NGC 1939–4
NGC 1939–5
NGC 1939–6
NGC 1939–7
NGC 1939–8
NGC 1939–9
NGC 1939–10
NGC 1939–11
NGC 1939–12
NGC 1939–13
NGC 1939–14
NGC 1939–15
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m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
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m
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m
m
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Figure 6. RV distribution functions for stars observed in the field of NGC 1928 (left) and NGC 1939 (right) are drawn with a solid black line. The red line in
the left-hand panel corresponds to the RV distribution of non-member stars #8 and 9, while the green and magenta lines in the right-hand panel refer to the RV
distributions obtained from stars observed with GMOS and AAOmega+2dF, respectively. The shadowed regions correspond to the cluster RV ranges.

curve, while NGC 1835, 1898, and 2210 (v rot > 100 km s−1 ) are
high-circular velocity objects.
Because the disc-like rotation geometry is shared by most the GCs
(age 12 Gyr), we infer that the LMC disc had to exist since the early
epoch of the galaxy formation, not only as a structure in itself but

also from a dynamical point of view with a non-negligible angular
momentum. The GCs that follow such rotation pattern span the
entire metallicity range of all the GCs in the galaxy (−2.0  [Fe/H]
(dex)  −1.3, see also Table 3), so that the LMC disc had also to
experience a similar chemical enrichment within ∼3 Gyr of its GC
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